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Charles A. Bohn is President of the International Group for BL Harbert, a
global construction company specializing in federal design-build projects.
Known for its diplomatic facilities portfolio, BL Harbert International
(BLHI) works within all types of contract delivery methods including, but
not limited to, design-build, bid-build, and early contractor involvement.
BLHI is ranked as one of Engineering News-Record’s Top 400 Contractors
(No. 75), a Top Design-Build Firm (No. 39), a Top 50 Contractor Working
Abroad (No. 10), and The Top Green Contractor in Government Office
facilities (No. 1). BLHI was also named a Federal Government Giant
(No. 2) by Building Design + Construction, a ranking of the nation’s top
construction firms in the sector.
In 1988 Bohn joined the Harbert Organization on a project at USAG Kwajalein-Atoll. From there, his
international construction management tenure allowed Bohn to reside in nine different countries, where
he mastered the art of balancing cultural sensitivity with diplomatic mission. Bohn was responsible for
the successful execution of projects for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the United States Agency for
International Development, the U.S. Department of State and numerous Fortune 500 companies. His vision
and passion for construction on a global scale revolutionized Harbert’s international business model. Bohn
was promoted to BL Harbert’s Vice President of International Operations in 2004, and was subsequently
named President of BL Harbert’s International Group in 2011.
The International Operations for BLHI has grown, flourished and diversified under Bohn’s direction and
leadership. Currently, BLHI’s International Group has 16 projects, at various stages of completion, in
15 different countries. Bohn attributes the success to the more than 8,000 Harbert employees working
domestically and abroad. These specialized personnel are tasked daily with ensuring Harbert’s legacy of
constructing beautiful, functional, and sophisticated facilities for clients with mission-critical operations
and diplomatic objectives.

